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here is a summary of all of the analysis capabilities that are included with chessbase: chessbase
free has a simple, intuitive interface chessbase free offers tournament statistics chessbase free
has game information chessbase free has a board record builder chessbase free offers a search

function that can be combined with natural language search and a database of common
abbreviations chessbase free has a built-in chess engine chessbase free offers a trainer and a

workbook chessbase free has engine and chess database browser functions chessbase free has a
statistical function chessbase's main purpose is to empower the owner with the intellectual

ability to play good chess. it must be noted that this software is used to learn how to play chess,
with or without a particular engine, no matter how complicated. thanks to chessbase, the initial
level of ordinary chess players is able to enjoy training analysis, memorize game analyses, and
take advantage of chessbase's chess database to learn more. chessbase free is easy to learn,

thanks to its intuitive interface. chessbase free is recognized as the world's leading chess engine.
it is the world's most widely used chess database, and is consistently rated as the best chess

engine on the market today. the program can be used independently, or can be used in
conjunction with other chess analysis tools. chessbase free is not just a chess engine, but also a
data base that offers chess analysis and may be connected to other chess databases. best of all,

it contains an engine.
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